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	FEATURE TEXT 1: • Split system and cassette air conditioning throughout
• Custom kitchen featuring SMEG stainless steel appliances
• Stone benchtops
• Quality floorcoverings including tiles to alfresco
• Generous electrical allowance with LED lighting throughout
• Security screens included
• Exposed aggregate driveway
• Timber picket fence (half share) with side access gate included
• Full landscaping package include to entire yard including council crossovers
• Desirable North East outdoor living area
	FEATURE TITLE 1: KEY FEATURES
	PROMO IMAGE 1: 
	PRICE 1: 688,900*
	BED IMAGE 1: 
	BED NUMBER 1: 4
	BATH IMAGE 1: 
	BATH NUMBER 1: 2
	CAR IMAGE 1: 
	CAR NUMBER 1: 2
	LOT NUMBER 1: LOT 7128
	LOT AREA 1: LAND 609m²
	PRICE 2: 688,900*
	BED IMAGE 2: 
	BED NUMBER 2: 4
	BATH IMAGE 2: 
	BATH NUMBER 2: 2
	CAR IMAGE 2: 
	CAR NUMBER 2: 2
	LOT NUMBER 2: LOT 7128
	LOT AREA 2: LAND 609m²
	FOOTER IMAGE 2: 
	PROPERTY TYPE 2: 
	1: *Price correct at time of publication and is subject to change without notice or obligation. Applies to selected House &amp; Land Package only. Subject to availability. Stockland is only responsible for the sale of the land. Price is based on the Builder&rsquo;s standard plans and specifications, standard inclusions and preferred building surveyor. Price does not include stamp duty, registration fees, additional costs that may be incurred under the Building Contract (e.g. due to delays in titling the lot) or any other incidental fees associated with the acquisition of land or a home or the construction of a home. The images on this web page are for illustrative purposes only and may depict features (such as landscaping, fencing and fa&ccedil;ade elements), items or inclusions which are excluded from the price. For more information, speak to a Stockland Sales Professional.

	FLOOR PLAN IMAGE 2: 
	FLOOR PLAN IMAGE 3: 
	PRODUCT NAME 1: Lot 7128 Mountain Views Resort
	HOUSE SIZE 1: 
	PRODUCT NAME 2: Lot 7128 Mountain Views Resort
	HOUSE SIZE 3: HOUSE AREA 245m²
	HOUSE SIZE 2: HOUSE AREA 245m²
	FROM 1: 
	FROM 2: 
	FOOTER TEXT 1: Call 13 52 63stockland.com.au/residential
	FOOTER TEXT 2: Call 13 52 63stockland.com.au/residential
	FOOTER IMAGE 1: 
	RESI DISCLAIMER 1: Images are for illustrative purposes only. Certain features may be excluded. Ask your Sales Professional for details.
	PROPERY TYPE HEADER 1: House & Land


